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SlovakiaSaturday, 14 December 2010 Eco Slipper. A few

years ago I got this lovely eco shoe which I used for everyday
wear and shows an era of minimalism. This time round I had
to do something bolder, I had to craft a piece with as much
meaning as I could. Inspired by three statements on human

experience:- "You are never more yourself than when you are
alone" I had to get my hands on two textures which I could

recreate in wool felt. I chose this wool with the intention that
it could be cut using wet fabric or with scissors and it would

not fray. These were the perfect textures to work with. With a
length of wool in each of three different shades and a small
ball of pink wool I set off in search of inspiration. I walked
along the riverside under the trees looking at the patterns in
the branches, seeing the shadows they cast, changing from

light to dark and at times secluded from the busy bustle of the
city. As a result I was able to see glimpses of a quiet world

which was within reach. The vibrant pink of the wool felt was
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lemony against the dark green of the mixed tree branches, it
was peaceful and tranquil. It was difficult to shape the curves
and the rippled waves of these tree branches, I had to work

through many failed attempts before I decided to sculpt them
into a single thread of wool as I felt it would be the most

harmonious image of the shape of the branches. I had to build
a 3D form from only two directions so the finished piece had

a sense of movement and had the weight of the branches
resting on my skin. I think its the contrast of these two

elements that make me want to continue making these felt
sculptures, its as if you are looking at and touching the future.
Sometimes being the last piece in the series makes you work
in quiet solitude until the desire to share these images with

others is stirred within you.Can New Zealand beat Ireland to
become only the third side to keep all three of their titles from
2000-14? We would not be the first. Australia did it in 2001

and 2010. And there is an added challenge for the 'All Blacks'.
For it is no simple task to be the seventh out of seven teams to

retain the title. Among the past seven, only 2006 and 2009
were also granted a passage to the last eight of a Rugby World

Cup 3da54e8ca3
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